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Emergency
responders
prepare for
unexpected

ut with the old
Large audience
sees implosion
of Old Eggners
Ferry Bridge

By TYLER DIXON
tdixonamurrayledgercom
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Law enforcement agencies
from around the region gathered at the Bee Creek Soccer
Complex for their annual
emergency response training.
Calloway County Director of
Emergency Management Bill
Call said they are required to
complete a full exercise every
four years, but they usually
complete it every two years.
"We go beyond what the
state requires," he said.
The simulation was a chemical spill at the soccer complex
with smoke coming out of a
U-Haul truck. Three people
were staged as victims and
acted as if they had respiratory issues from the chemicals.
Jeff Steen set up the scenario
and had the truck parked near
the soccer field with a pick-up
truck by the scene as if the
driver was trying to get away.
Larry Morris and Julie Morris, along with their daughter
Jennifer, were the three volunteers for the scenario. Call
knows the couple from Community Emergency Response
Teams and also their participation with Ham radio. Call
said they were ideal volunteers
to pose at the victims because
they have already been through
the training and knows what
needs to be done.
Call said despite the drill,
the departments had extra

By JOHN WRIGHT
jwright@murrayledger.
corn

JOHN WRIGHT/ Ledger & Times photos

Above, spans of the Old Eggners Ferry Bridge that had enabled traffic to cross Kentucky Lake for 84 years
crumble
into the water Monday morning after explosives were detonated for the structure's implosion. In the background, the
New Eggners Ferry Bridge with its trademark cradle arch is shown through the smoke. Below, Sunrise Monday morning shows the silhouetted images of some of the many spectators who came to see the implosion of the bridge which
had carried many motorists across the waters of Kentucky Lake for decades.

)-See RESPONDERS Page 2
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"The Lord is my light
and my salvation—
whom shall I fear? The
Lord is the stronghold
of my life— of whom
shall I be afraid?"
-1:'alrn 27:1
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Jerry Riley

AURORA,Ky. — Janet
Miller said she had to be there.
Despite the pain of a neck
injury suffered several months
ago,the Murray resident
dragged herself out of bed at
4 a.m. Monday in order to get
the best view possible for the
implosion of the Old Eggners
Ferry Bridge that had carried
traffic over Kentucky Lake
between Marshall and Trigg
counties for 84 years. The
reason was personal.
"My granddaddy (William
Cleveland) drove a bulldozer
and helped build that levee
over there," Miller said of the
the large hill that had supported
the west approach to the bridge
until a few blasts from explosives sent the arched trusses
crashing into the waters at
about 6:45 am."Many of my
family lived at Turner Holler
(almost directly across the
lake from the Kenlake State
Resort Park Amphitheater,
where most of the spectators
watched the implosion) and
my grandmother (Lennie Ross)
lived in Aurora for many years,
and it was her brother, Louis,
who owned several restaurants,
including the Golden Pond
Restaurant, for years.
"So, yeah, it was 4 in the
morning that I had to get up
for this, but I said,'Oh, yeah,
we're going to be there.' I had:
to be here for this."
It was not so much a personal
thing as it was witnessing history and getting the chance to see
something unusual that seemed
to drive most of the estimated
2500 people who came to the
part to see the implosion. Some
just happened to be in the area,
in fact, and figured it would be
interesting to see, as was the
*- See EGGNERS Page 2
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Local teacher recognized as 2016 Kentucky
270-753-1916
Business Education Teacher of the Year
Call today to subscribe!
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By JORDAN FERGUSON
jfergusonemurrayledgercom
Teachers put in a lot of hard work to ensure
their students walk away from the classroom with
something useful in their heads. Some teachers
go above and beyond the status quo to make an
impact on the lives of their students.
One such teacher from Calloway County
High School, Jennifer Stubblefield, was recently
acknowledged when she was awarded the 2016
Kentucky Business Education Teacher of the Year
on Wednesday during the annual Kentucky Career
and Technical Summer Conference in Louisville.
After winning the award,Stubblefield said she
was humbled and speechless, which is something
she describes as rare.

Stubblefield is a Laker alum, having graduated
from CCHS in 1988. From there, she went on
to pursue her degree at Murray State University,
where she graduated in 1992. In all that time,
Stubblefield has kept her roots in her hometown
community,teaching business and marketing —
as well as guiding the kids in the CCHS Future
Business Leaders of America chapter — in the
very school building where she was a student 28
years ago.
"I have spent all of my 23 years in the Calloway system — in fact, in the same classroom,"
she said."Both sides of my family are lifelong
Calloway Countians.
"I love the school system, the people,the kids.
See STUBBLEFIELD Page 5

Photo provided

Jennifer Stubblefield was named 2016 Kentucky Business Education Teacher of the Year last Wednesday at
the annual Kentucky Career and Technical Summer Conference held in Louisville. Pictured alongside Stubblefield
Is incoming KBEA president, Dan Dillingham.
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WEATHER
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:: Daily Forecast
'today: Scattered showers and thunderstorms,
milinly after 10am. Partly
suOny, with a high near 90.
Calm wind becoming south
sogthwest around 5 mph
in:trie morning. Chance of
precipitation is 40%.
Tonight: A 30 percent
chance of showers and
thunderstorms. Partly
cloudy, with a low around
73. Light east wind.
Wednesday: A 50
percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Mostly
cloudy, with a high near 89.
Calm wind becoming south
around 5 mph in the morning.
Wednesday Night: A 50
percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Mostly
cloudy, with a low around
72. Light and variable wind.
Thursday: Showers
and thunderstorms likely.
Cloudy, with a high near 83.
Southwest wind 3 to 5 mph.
Chance of precipitation is

70%.
Thursday Night: A 50
percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Mostly
cloudy, with a low around
71. Southwest wind around
5 mph.
Friday: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Mostly cloudy, with a high
near 85. Southwest wind 5
to 7 mph.
Friday Night: A chance
of showers and thunderstorms. Mostly cloudy, with
a low around 71. Southwest
wind around 6 mph.
Saturday: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Mostly cloudy, with a high
near 87. West southwest
wind 6 to 8 mph.
Saturday Night: A
chance of showers and
thunderstorms. Mostly
cloudy, with a low around
70. Southwest wind 3 to 5

•EGGNERS...

mph.
Sunday: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Mostly cloudy, with a high
near 86. West southwest
wind 3 to 7 mph.
Sunday Night: A chance
of showers and thunderstorms. Partly cloudy, with a
low around 71. South wind 3
to 5 mph.
Monday: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Mostly sunny, with a high
near 87. Southwest wind 5
to 7 mph.

Give Life.
DONATE BLOOD

an American
"IQ!) Red Cross
Western Kentucky Chapter serving Calloway County
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From front
case for Larry Graves and his
wife, Bobbi, who are from Lawrenceburg in the central portion
of Kentucky.
"I've been doing work over in
Murray,though,so we heard this
was happening today and decided to come watch," Larry said,
noting that he had experience
with the bridge, having once
been part of a crew that repaired
the structure. "That was about
JOHN WRIGHT!Ledger & Times
25 years ago, and people were
photos
worried that it would fall down
then. So, interestingly enough, I
Above, along with a large
was part of a team that actually
crowd on shore, boat traffic
helped strengthen the bridge. was heavy Monday morning for
And now, we're here watching it the implosion of the Old Eggngo down."
ers Ferry Bridge into Kentucky
Some spectators said they had Lake between Marshall and
an attitude of"good riddance" to Trigg counties. Right, Kentucky
the old bridge, which was well- Transportation Cabinet District
known for its narrow road. Mur- 1 Public Information Officer
ray's Melodic Cunningham said Keith Todd smiles after giving
her first drive over the bridge at an announcement to a large
crowd gathered at the Kenlake
the age of 17 still gives her bad
State Resort Park Amphithememories.
ater Monday morning. An esti"I wanted off of it," she said. mated 2,500 people witnessed
"I drove about 60 or 70 mph the implosion of the Old Eggnacross it so I could get it over ers Ferry Bridge into Kentucky
with as quickly as possible. That Lake.
bridge always scared me after
fell Monday, though with a bit
narrow."
that, too."
Still others, though, were not of a hiccup in plans. Kentucky
Count Calloway County resident Terry Little as also being too pleased to see the old bridge Transportation Cabinet District
among those not sad to see the fall. Calloway County's Logan 1 Public Information Officer
Fryar said he has driven a tow Keith Todd had hoped for the
old bridge go.
"I'm ready to see the new truck over the old bridge several assembled audience to have a
bridge go to four lanes," Little times and had no problem with chance for a 10-second countdown before the blasting started.
said."The old bridge was just so the width.
"I look at it as a piece of his- That did not happen.
old and had,frankly, become too
Instead, after receiving a
tory. I don't want to see it go
dangerous.
warning from a towone-minute
another
just
"It's
said.
he
"I've also joined the many down,"
blast broke the
one
horn,
boat
over,
drive
and
to
water
side-view
of
body
their
had
who
people
morning silence, followed by
mirror clipped by a vehicle com- I was glad we had it."
However, the bridge indeed several others in rapid succesing the other way. It was just so

•RESPONDERS...
From front
personnel just in case an actual
incident occurred.
Murray Fire Department and
Calloway County Fire Department were the first to arrive on
scene, and they were directed
to get the -vietints" to teak
place; tbet'figure out whattheir
injuries were.
Call was happy with the
director of the fire departments

but was concerned with other
areas.
"The two fire departments
have done great," he said.
"They came in and got the victims and got them treated. There
was some confusion with the
EMS,but we'll address that."
The thrfe people were
sprayeeeith a hose for decontamination and then transferred
to Murray-Calloway County
Hospital for a full decontamination.

The Hazmat-1 team came to
the scene later, but completed
the scenario as if they were
coming from Paducah, where
the team is located, and arrived
approximately 45 minutes after
they were called.
Call said he was happy with
how the exercise went, but more
could have been done to make
the execution perfect.
"There was more confusion
than I would like, but that's not
unusual in drill because it's hard

-244:

sion. Still, in the end, the main
event of the day did happen.
"I've never seen anything like
this before," said Natalie Jones,
who recently moved to Murray
and met her grandparents from
Hopkinsville at Aurora for the
morning's festivities. After the
implosion, it was time for them
to concentrate on other plans.
"They said they could take
me to breakfast when it's over,
so maybe we'll do that," Jones
said.•

to know what is simulated and
what you're supposed to act
on," he said."But many real-life
incidents are confusing as well.
Dealing with that is something
we have to do."
Call said they could have
organized a tabletop exercise,
which is a lot less stressful, but
the wanted the departments
to get all of the training they
could.•

Sell Your Home Through

KOPPERUD
REALTY!
TYLER DIXON/ Ledger & Times photos
Above, Murray Fire Department's Shae McKinney sprays Larry, Julie and Jennifer Morris after
being "contaminated" with the chemical that spilled Monday at Bee Creek Soccer Complex.
Below, Murray Fire Department's Gerald Claywell puts on gear when he has to get closer to the
victims of the mock chemical spill
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By TYLER DIXON
tctixon@murrayledgencom

Kentucky is usually known for basketball, horses and bourbon,but two craft breweries in Paducah are trying to change
that. Dry Ground Brewing Company and Paducah Beer Werks
are both located in historic buildings in Paducah and are attempting to take down Goliath with their craft brews.
When Luther Carson's Coca-Cola factory was lost in the
flood of 1936. he got in a boat and said he would build his next
factory when he found dry ground, and more than 70 years
later, Dry Ground Brewing was born.
Located in only a small portion of.the massiNe brick fortress,
Dry Ground features a taproom where patrons can drink their
raft beer right alongside the vessels it was created in.
Andy Wiggins and Tod Tabor spend their days preparing beer
from start to finish. The duo said there's no bad blood beta/keit
themselves and PBW.The two companies are also creating a
collaborative beer to be released later this year.
'There's this perception that there's some kind of
Wiggins said."Those guys are friends and we help each
Wiggins said people see him IriPBW find,apologize,
drinking soinethingothei.thiT17ry Groip4;
"You're drinking craft beer in Paducah in the pl
created,” he tells the people. "That's the way it's sti
Wiggins said Paducah could have more.craft breweries:tven how progressive it is, and they want other people who are
interested in creating their own beer. Dry Ground isn't secretive about its recipes or processes. •
All of the recipes, ingredients and the age of tbibetror air
hanging from the container where-the beer is being cre
fated,Wiggins studied philosophy in college an siAt
. 1111,
didn't contribute anything new to the study Of jibik)sOpbIV
it taught him aboist learning. "I grew a lot andl teamed a lot,and I iealned
that other people had already figured care' he said."Tt.S what the vast majority of the popnlation does when they tam
anything. They look at the work,thafelteady'dew,the experuse that already exists. They take vv,hgt they need and they
apply it to their situation. It's a story ataiddj. time
itot#
we go forni banging rocks against darns to being able to eat to

farming."
To say beer is a passion,,of Wiggins and Tabor is an on
statement. Each one of them will sta, at the-brewery after ,

are finished working and talk to thdrdide who walk through
the doors about te.er. Wiggins said he RATS- exploring new
beers and rating beers, hbt he is
Dry Ground doesn't serve fcx
to bring their own food. Mellow Mush
creating a spacenet to the 15reWsk1to
items for the... cifitrons
;-• . s.
....est
Across town,P13W is creaillig leer,in a nostalgiroudd„ 7-4,
mg of its Own.PBW is lecatigtinsnikther4d Greyhound bus
station. Owper Todd Blume add at vniiiiivit. all of the rn9vietii

from decacks ago wouldthrdfgh I* staddn. He saa4ttey4
ilkk them lp at the
Thousands4 people have walked,
station, but t;Oftiit they're opt -`nilig
PBW Nestseward-fiimitil
needs of their patrons:,
le
„ Like Nkriggi
beer in cuillege„ lume
undergradyatelde
"I lookod into
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Ten taps (top) serve Paducah Beer
Werks products along with other
microbrews. PBW has five of its own
beers currently on tap. Along with trier
selection of beer, PBW has wings and
other items for sale in their restaurant.
Several vessels (left) house beers in
the tap room of Dry Ground Brewing
Company inside the old Coca Cola
Plant in Paducah. Each vessel holds a
differeot type of beer with each needing
different lengths of time to be compeleted. Dry tvound brewer Andy Wiggins
said he's more than happy to help any
new brewers in their quest to brew beer
PBW (bottom) has won several medals
for their beer with Irish Red, Pale Ale
and their Robust Porter earning medals
PBW owner Todd Blume said western
Kentucky could get more breweries in
the area and still be competitive. The
five PBW brews are sold throughout
Kentucky and Blume would eventually
like to branch out into the entire midest
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UDC will meet Wednesday
The J.N Williams Chapter 805 United Daughters of the Confederacy will meet Wednesday,
July 27, at 10 a.m. at Pagliai's. Jane Griffin will
present a book review on "Creating a Confederate Kentucky."
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American Legion to meet
American Legion Post 73 will meet ThursMartha
day, July 28, at the Legion Veterans Hall, 310
Finney Andrus,
Bee Creek Drive. Food will be served at 6:30
Community editor p.m. and the business meeting will start at 7
p.m. All veterans are invited to attend. For questions, contact Post Commander Mike Nutter at
270-293-3642.

Back to School Blast scheduled
The Back to School Blast school supply giveaway will be Tuesday, July 26, from 3:30-5:30 p.m. at Glendale Road Church of
Christ, sponsored by the Murray Family Resource Youth Service
Centers and Calloway County Family Resource Youth Service Centers. This is for students K-12 who are enrolled at Calloway County
or Murray Independent School districts. Preschool supplies will not
be available.

CCSD announces registration
The Calloway County School District has announced the following registration dates:
• Calloway Preschool: Open house, Thursday, July 28, from 5-7
pm.(return packets and meet the teachers).
0. East Calloway: Back to School Night for all students K-5,
Thursday, July 28,from 5-7 p.m.(complete packets, pay school fee
and meet the teachers).
.• North Elementary: Kindergarten registration and screening,
Thursday, July 28, from 10 a.m.-6 pan.(call 270-762-7335 for an
appointment if not yet scheduled).
• Calloway Middle: Registration make-up and pay school fee,
Wednesday,July 27,from 8-11 a.m. and 12:30-3 p.m.
• Calloway High: Seniors and freshmen pick up schedules,
- 6 p.m.;
Wednesday,July 27,from 11
'Friday, July 29: Juniors and sophomores pick up schedules from
11 'a.m.-6 p.m.; Monday,Aug. 1, any new or returning student who
missed earlier times from 8-11 a.m. or noon -2 p.m.; freshman orientation will be Tuesday,Aug. 2.
• Back to School Bash: A community-wide school supply giveaway will be Tuesday, July 26, from 3:30-5:30 p.m. at Glendale
Road Church of Christ.

MISD announces registration dates
Murray Independent School District has announced the following
registration dates:
Murray Elementary
,.;•Fee Day will be Thursday,July 28,from 7:30 a.m.-noon.
•A volunteer training session will be offered at noon on July 28.
•Kindergarten and new family orientation will be Thursday, July
28,at 5:30 p.m. and again on Tuesday, Aug. 2, at 5:30 p.m.
•A family social will be at 6:30 p.m. on Tuesday, Aug. 2.
, . • MES home visits will be conducted on Thursday, Aug. 4,from
1-7 p.m.
• Back to School nights for K-third grade will be Monday, Aug.
8, kindergarten from 4:45-5:30 p.m. and second grade from 6-6:45
p.m. and Tuesday, Aug. 9, first grade from 5-5:45 p.m. and third
grade from 5:30-6:15 p.m.
Murray Middle
• Fee day and schedules released: Tuesday, Aug. 2, from 5-6:30
p.m. for fifth grade;6-7:30 p.m.for seventh grade; Wednesday,Aug.
3,from 4:30-6 p.m. for eighth grade; Thursday, Aug. 4, from 4-6
p.m. for fourth grade; and 6-7:30 p.m. for sixth grade.
•A volunteer training will be at 6 p.m. inside the MMS library on
Wednesday,Aug. 3.
Murray High
• Fee day and schedules released from 8-11 a.m. and 12:30-3 p.m.
Monday,Aug. 1,for seniors; Tuesday, Aug. 2,for juniors; Wednesday,Aug. 3,for sophomores.
!Freshman orientation will be Thursday. Aug. 4, from 9 a.m.-3
p.m. to pay fees, attend an abbreviated day of their schedule and
receive a complimentary lunch.
All fees at Murray High School are based on courses. MES and
AMS fees are $30 per student and cover instructional technology,
textbooks and workbooks.
For more information or questions, contact the Murray Board of
Education at 270-753-4363; Murray Elementary at 270-753-5022
or Murray High School at 270-753-5202 or visit www.murray.kykools.us.

11 International Food Club to meet
e 4-H International Food Club will meet Wednesday, July 27,
m 3:30-5 p.m. at West Kentucky Mentoring Inc. Each meeting,
youth will make a dish from a country, learn of its culture and
lAriguage and enjoy pictures, music and games. Myrna Vazquez,
Suzy Crook and Kathy Timmons are the leaders.

Carter-Bazzell reunion planned
The Carter-Bazz,ell reunion will be Saturday. July 30. with a potluck dinner at noon at the Mayfield Masonic Hall, Ninth and Willow
streets. Please bring a covered dish. Decoration Day for the Bazzell
Cemetery will be at 10 am. Seating is limited, so please bring a
chair. The cemetery is in Calloway County across from Victory Baptist Church. For questions, call Jim Carter at 270-705-8405 or 270489-2486 or check the Bazzell Cemetery Facebook page.
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HEALTHY CHOICES DISCUSSED:
morning
Tuesday
Murray to speak to the residents about healthy choices and food safety. Vasquez comes to Wesley every
at 10 a.m. to speak on various topics. The public is invited to attend.

Local authors to meet public at Senior Center
Special to the Ledger
The Fifth Friday sponsored
by the Genealogy Club will
host a meet-and-greet for area
authors at the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens
Center from 3-6 p.m. on Friday. July 29.
The community is invited to
visit with local authors.
Some of the authors to be
featured include Geoff Baggett
from Cadiz with his new American Revolution novel, Judge
Bill Cunningham with his account of an incident in Murray history, Lynn Bartlett from

Benton and her photography
book highlighting local tobacco barns and Steven Schneiderman's newest children's book
along with his son, Steven A.
Schneiderman, who will present his children's maze book.
Also featured are Dr. Bill
Mulligan, head of the Jackson
Purchase Historical Society,
and Linda Scott with the Murray Woman's Club with the
new quarterly journal introducing the history of the Murray
Woman's Club.
A special gift will be presented from Melissa Easley of her

husband Sid's last book, which
is about the incident in Mayfield that lead to the first female
sheriff in Kentucky. This book

will be a special fundraiser for
the Senior Citizens Center.
Light refreshments will be
served. III
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Beshear visits

Governor's Scholars
at Murray State
Special to the Ledger
Andy
General
Attorney
Beshear visited the third and
final class of Governor's Scholars Program students at Murray State University this week.
Beshear is a GSP alumnus.
"For more than 30 years,
Governor's Scholars have been
helping our high school students realize their potential and
the amazing opportunities right
here in Kentucky." Beshear said.
"Over the last several weeks visiting this year's class, I have met
some outstanding young men
and women and heard amazing
stories of true passion and determination."
Established in 1983, GSP
promotes academic and personal
growth through the balance of a
strong liberal arts program with
a full co-curricular and residential life experience. Students in
this year's program hosted blood
drives, 5-Ks and other events.
Beshear attended the program
in 1995 at Northern Kentucky
University. The first class of GSP
in 1983 numbered 245 students
and was housed on one college
campus. With 1,060 Governor's
Scholars attending the program
this summer, it is the largest of
its kind in the nation.
Additionally, GSP is committed to having representation
from all areas of the Commonwealth. This summer there are
118 out of 120 Kentucky counties represented on one or more
of the GSP campuses.

"Governor's Scholars are
poised to be the next generation
of Kentucky's leaders,so we appreciate the attorney general's
willingness to respond seriously to their questions and engage
them in the issues facing Kentucky," said John Kinkade, GSP
campus director at Murray State
University. III
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REAL PROPERTY PROFESSIONALS

KNOW
000 Highway 80, Murray

270.753.9999
See this property
and many more at
www.SBGproperty.com
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Great farm located on Highway 80 just West of Murray! Located on the North side of Highway 80; this
farm has over 1,200 feet of highway frontage; 17.50
Acres, good access from the highway; and is almost
entirely tillable! You won't find a nicer tract of land
along the highway for the price! Don't let this one
slip away! MLS #87149 $135,000
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OBITUARIES
Richard Matlock

1Peo.

to provided
Wesley at
ay morning

ter
draiser for
Center.
rits will be

Cynthia Lea McPherson

Richard Matlock, 82, of Kirksey, Kentucky, died Monday. July
Cynthia Lea McPherson, 56, of Hazel, Kentucky, died at 5:10
18,2016 at Vanderbilt Medical Center, Nashville,Tennessee.
p.m. Thursday, July 21,2016 at her home.
He was born Jan. 2, 1934 in Williamsburg, Kentucky,to Edward
She was born Jan. 7, 1960 in Fort Worth,Texas, to Marvin Taylor
W. Matlock and Melissa Melton Matlock.
and Phyllis Ann Maness Taylor.
He was a retired machinist and member of First Baptist Church of
She worked as a senior accounting technician with the National
Murray and Harmony Sunday School class.
Archives, Washington, D.C.
He was preceded in death by his parents; sisters, Annabelle MatMrs. McPherson is survived by her husband, Wayne McPherson;
lock Partin, Nora Ruth Matlock and Opal Matlock and brothers, a daughter Heather Taylor Rose of Fredericksburg, Virginia; a sister
James Howard Matlock and Carl Dexter Matlock.
Pamela Jean Hairfield of Spotsylvania, Virginia; two grandchildren,
Mr. Matlock is survived by his wife, Linda Groot Matlock; a son, Mickayla Marie Rose and Bradley Edward Rose and two nieces,
Rich L. Matlock and wife Rachel of Prattville, Alabama; stepsons, Lauren Paige Tinnell and Sarah Taylor Yuhasz.
Mark Jensen of San Angelo, Texas; Bret Jensen of Tacoma, WashA memorial service will be held in Virginia at a later date.
ington and Scott Jensen of Puryear, Tennessee; stepdaughterCallie
Online condolences may be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.corn.
Jensen of San Angelo; sister, Mossie Lawson of Corbin;eight grandBlalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangechildren and four great-grandchildren.
ments.
A private graveside service was held at the Murray Memorial
Gardens with Boyd Smith officiating.
Annabel Francis Stamps Potts
Online condolences may be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Annabel Francis Stamps Potts,91,of Murray,Kentucky,died SatBlalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home was in charge of arurday, July 23,2016 at Spring Creek Health Care, Murray.
rangements.
She was born in Calloway County, Kentucky,on Aug. 18,1924 to
Vernon Stamps and Etheldra Morris Stamps.
johnie Edward McCage
Mrs. Potts, along with her husband,George Harold Potts, worked
Johnie Edward McCage, 88, of Murray, Ken- on their family farm before retiring. She was a member of Elm Grove
tucky, died Friday, July 22, 2016, at Murray-Cal- Baptist Church.
In addition to her parents, she was preceded in death by her husloway County Hospital.
He was born July 4, 1928, in Calloway County band in 1999 and her daughter, Dr. Linda F. Potts, in 1991.
Mrs. Potts is survived by nieces, nephews and cousins.
to Floyd McCage and Harlan Steele McCage.
A graveside service will be at 10 a.m. Tuesday, July 26,2016, at
He was previously employed at Union Carbide
and was the former owner and operator of Rudy's at the Murray City Cemetery with Tim Palmer officiating. EntombRestaurant in Murray and the Murray Dairy Queen ment will follow. No public visitation is scheduled.
Online condolences may be left at www.theihchurchillfuneralbefore his retirement. He was a Shriner, an avid
golfer, fisherman and a University of Kentucky home.com
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Wildcat fan.
McCage
In addition to his parents, he was preceded in
Sharon Stover
death by one son, Mike McCage; one brother, William Thomas McSharon Stover, 64, of Murray, Kentucky, died Sunday, July 24,
Cage and two sisters, Opal Smith and Velma Gilmore.
Mr. McCage is survived by his wife,Geneva McCage of Murray. 2016 at her home.
Arrangements are incomplete at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
whom he married Oct.6,1951 in Corinth, Mississippi; one daughter,
Regina Perry of Murray; one son, John R. McCage and wife Polly
of Anderson, South Carolina; one sister, Joyce Barber of Lakeland,
Florida; five grandchildren, Kim Morris and husband Scott, Melissa
Baxter and husband Adam,Jennifer McCage, Kan Brown and husband Daniel and Josh McCage; nine great-grandchildren, Kaeleigh
Jones, Kaliya Morris, Blaze Morris, Zach Baxter, Roland Baxter,
Sebastion Baxter, Maddie Brown, Seth Brown and Clarissa Brown
By BRUCE SCHREINER helping boost the university's acand several nieces and nephews.
ademic standards for incoming
Associated Press
A graveside service was at 2:30 p.m. Monday. July 25, 2016, at
and its graduation rate.
freshman
followed.
Burial
Dale
John
officiating.
with
Cemetery
City
Murray
But in the past two years, he
LOUISVILLE - University
Visitation was from II a.m. - 2 p.m. Monday. July 25,2016, at the
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
of Louisville trustees signaled came under increasing attack
Pallbearers were Richard Knight, Virgil Harris, Rob Allen. Roger Monday that James Ramsey's for embezzlement scandals and
Fields, Terry Isaacs, Harold Wayne Moss, Dr. Dan Miller, Dan Fos- long, sometimes-turbulent ten- other campus embarrassments,
ter, Dr. Johnny Quertermous and Tommy Sanders.
ure as campus president could including an FBI investigation of
In lieu of flowers, donations made be made to St. Jude Children's soon be coming to an end.
a top health care executive.
Research Hospital, P.O. Box 1000, Dept. 142, Memphis,TN 38101RAmsey has indicated he
recently
its
said
school
The
9908 or Murray-Calloway County Hospital Hospice, 803 Poplar
be willing to remain as
has
would
trustees
of
board
reorganized
Street, Murray,KY 420:71.
president on an interim
on
campus
meeting
special
a
scheduled
Online condolences may be. left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralthe 2016-17 school
is
through
basis
agenda
tte
Topping
Tuesday.
home.com.
consideration of Ramsey's offer year while the board seeks his
The J.H. Churchill'Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
successor.
to resign.
ChairBridgeman said he would be in
Board
University
of retaining Ramsey on a
"Junior"
favor
Ulysses
Tem
Pro
man
Bridgeman said Monday he an- temporary basis.
Adding to the uncertainty
ticipates the board will vote to
accept Ramsey's resignation, but hanging over UofL is a lawsuit
added that -there's no guaran- challenging Bevin's authority
was a loan from himself. Gray
By ADAM BEAM
to disband the school's former
tees."
has not given himself any other
Associated Press
third
board and appoint the new one.
board's
the
This will be
loans since then.
meeting since its formation last Democratic state Attorney Gen"We'll do what's required to
FRANKFORT - Republican
month, when Republican Gov. eral Andy Beshear sued the govU.S. Sen. Rand Paul leads Dem- have efficient resources nec- Matt Bevin disbanded the former ernor, arguing his order reorgaocratic challenger Jim Gray by essary to win this race," Gray
board amid turmoil over Ram- nizing the board was illegal.
$1.1 million as both campaigns spokeswoman Cathy Lindsey
During a hearing last week,
sey. At that time. Ramsey subbegin accelerating ahead of the said.
Circuit Judge Phillip
he
saying
Franklin
mitted a letter to Bevin
Outside groups are also
November general election.
said Bevin's action
Shepherd
the
to
resignation
his
offer
would
Paul raised more than $1.2 spending on the race, but less newly appointed board.
replacing UofL's board was
million in the fundraising quar- than the tens of millions of dolPerhaps foreshadowing the "problematic" because it put the
ter that ended June 30. The lars they spent in the 2014 race board's action, another agenda school's independence in jeoparhaul is in addition io the more between Sen. Mitch McConnell item for Tuesday's meeting was dy.
than $97,000 Paul raised in the and Alison Lundergan Grimes. "discussion of next steps, inBridgeman said Monday the
one-month period leading up America's Liberty PAC, which cluding transition planning and new board will proceed despite
to the May primary, giving the supports Paul and has paid for search process for next presi- the legal uncertainties.
first-term Senator more than some ads in Kentucky, reported dent."
"You can't focus on what the
$2.2 million in cash available more than $282,000 in the quarRamsey has led the university what-ifs are," he said. "You just
to spend from his campaign ac- ter and has more than $508,000 for 14 years. During his tenure, do what you think is best for
in cash available.
count.
he has been credited with leading the university and proceed that
The Democratic Senatorial
Gray
Jim
Mayor
Lexington
successful fundraising drives and way."
raised more than $1.1 million Campaign Committee, which
during the same time period, spent heavily on Grimes during
leaving him with just over $1 the 2014 race, has not spent
million in cash available to money in Kentucky yet. Spokeswoman Lauren Passalacqua said
spend.
officials do not discommittee
pleased
extremely
"We're
1001 Whitnell Ave.• Murray, KY 42071-1040
strategy on the
spending
cuss
and
efforts
fundraising
with our
Phone 270-753-1916• Fax 270-753-1927
confident we'll continue to have record.
"The Gray campaign is runMon.- Fri. 8:00 a.m,- 5:00 p.m.• Closed Sat. & Sun.
the resources necessary to bring
Dr. Paul's message of smaller ning strong. as evidenced by
mclavis*marrayledger.com
Mike Davis,Publisher
government, protecting our lib- their outstanding fundraising
Alice Rouse,Publisher Emeritus
erties, and always standing for quarter and keeping pace with
editorigmarrayiedger.com
Editor
Kentucky to voters across the an incumbent who has a national
cosrununitynews@murrayledger.com
Community NewsCommonwealth," Paul spokes- donor network to tap," PassalacChris Woodall. Advertising Mgr. -...adsognnuTayiedger.com
qua said in an email.
woman Kelsey Cooper said.
classifiedOmurrayledger.com
Classifieds
Both candidates will be camIt was the first million dollar
don oge murrayledger.corn
circubi
Circulation
quarter for Paul, whose Senate paigning in Kentucky this week.
Rita Boggess, Business Mgr. _....rboggessiRmurrayledger.com
campaigrefundraising got off to Gray is scheduled to reveal his
Subscription Rates
a slow start this year because of plan to revitalize Kentucky's
subscriptions payable in advance. Home delivery 6 days a
All
in
Tuesday
on
communities
coal
campresidential
competing
his
paign. Paul ended his presiden- Pikeville. Paul has scheduled a
Mailed in Calloway County,
tial bid in February to focus on series of town hall-style events
KY $119. By 'nail to real of KY,
Year
,1
6ow
3
Graves & Marshall Counties $135.
this week, mostly in eastern
his re-election efforts.
An other mail subscriptions $10.
Kentucky.
Gray, the mayor of Lexington
Both men are not scheduled to
who owns a successful construcPublished Monday through Saturday. Not published on Sundays, Memorial
together until the Fancy
appear
mil$1.7
reported
tion company,
Day, July 4, Libor Day, Thanksgiving Day, Christmas Day sod New Years
lion in his first disclosure report Farm picnic on Aug.6. The elecDay. Periodicals postage paid at Murray, KY. POSTMASTER: Send addran
changes to THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES, P.O. Boa IWO. Murray, KY
in April. But $1 million of that tion is Nov. 8.•

University of Louisville trustees
to decide Ramsey's status.

Kw.

Paul reports more than $2M,
leading Senate challenger
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FUNERAL NOTICE
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Homo
Annabel Francis Stamps Potts,91
A graveside service will be at 10 a.m. lliesday, July 26,2016
at Murray City Cemetery.

III STUBBLEFIELD...
From front
(It's ironic that) I am teaching
in the same classroom I sat
in as a high school business
student. Room 314 has been
a home to me since my junior
year in high school."
Anyone who knows Stubblefield will know how enthusiastically she works with her
students in FBLA,and it is
through their chapter and excursions,in which some of her
favorite memories were formed.
"Some of my favorite memories almost always revolve
around FBLA," she said."To
have a successful chapter, travel
is almost always involved.
When you travel with kids,
memories are always made."
Stubblefield said that FBLA
trips are a wonderful opportunity for the students and herself
and has given her plenty of
opportunities to forge relationships with her students.
"From Dallas to New York
City to Washington, D.C.,to
Chicago, I have so many funny
stories that involve FBLA
travel," she said."Having a
successful FBLA program takes
so much work. I am blessed
to work with Vicki Simmons
and Ashley Fritsche, who are
both go-getters and also have a
passion for FBLA.
"FBLA allows kids to put
into practice what we study in
class. It is fun to meet kids as
freshmen, see their potential,
put them into leadership roles
in service programs. FBLA
officer roles, and most especially into competitive events. I
love asking kids to get outside
of their comfort zone,to make
a presentation when they are
terrified of public speaking. I
love asking them to join me
at the Chamber of Commerce
breakfasts, to see them practice
professional dress, the perfect
handshake,eye contact, how to
make small talk, because it matters. FBLA allows us to give
kids life-changing opportunities
via travel, competitions and
conferences."
When asked why she chose
the fields of business and
marketing, Stubblefield credited
another teacher and mentor
of hers as the genesis of what
inspired her to teach.
"Frankly, I owe it all to a
wonderful high school teacher

at CCHS,Brenda Nix, whop*
me under her wing in Office
Practice class," she said."She
showed me the excitement that
the dynamic business environment(has to offer, and that it)
is anything but boring. I ankiti
high-energy person, and I kr,e
a good challenge,so teaching,
business to high school students
was a perfect fit for me." ,
Stubblefield is also a board.,
member and membership deector for the Kentucky Business:
Education Association as well
as serving as the Kentucky ,
Membership Director for thr
National Business Education
Association, with memberships growing 40 percent and
20 percent, respectively, with
Stubblefield at the helm.
Stubblefield is also an annulil
guest presenter at the Kentdcky
Career and Technical Confer- '
ence in Louisville, and has been
a presenter at the Microsoft
Office Specialist U.S. Chain-.
pionship in Orlando, Florida,
in 2015, where she shared tips
and tricks on how to increase
passing rates to teachers fron?.
„
across the country.
That same year, she was also
a consultant and presenter at
the Microsoft Office Specialist
World Championship in Dallas,
Texas, where her job was to •
present to technology leaders
from across the world - in.
cluding Vietnam,Switzerland,
Zimbabwe and Australia -*the
benefits that Microsoft Offie
Certifications bring to students.
Stubblefield was also recognized this year as the 2016
Business Woman of the Year by
Murray's Chamber of Corn.:
merce. This was yet another ,
award she received which she
said left her feeling humbled,
especially considering those
who chose her as the recipient
of the award.
"(I was) humbled and honored to win this award because
it came from the business women in Murray,the ones who are
putting into practice what We
teach every day," Stubblefield
said."The day of the voting
at the Women in Business "
Luncheon, it was so exciting to
see several former students who
were in the room who are now
operating successful business,
es in Murray. Full circle, so
exciting."•

lg STOCK MARKET REPORT
Investments Since 1854
Dow Jones Ind. Avg.-18493.06 - 77.79
Air Products -..—.148.49 0.14
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Apple
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CLASSIFIEDS
320
Apartments For Rent

020

020

C15.1 IPea
3600 SQ. FT.
WAREHOUSE STORAGE
FOR RENT $750/MONTH
CALL 270-293-9690

Murray Ledger & limes
Classified Manager
lasstfiedemurrayledger.corn

NOTICE
Billy Earl Brandon, that
lives on Murray Pans
Road, is not the Billy
Brandon of Elm Grove
Road that's name was
run in the paper for
delinquent taxes.

1X2 AD

ROGO
1/2
OFF

:BOGO 1/2
OFF
CALL NICK1
2t0-753-1916

ADVERTISERS are
requested to check the
first insertion of their
ads for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion. Any
error should be reported immediately so
corrections can be
made.

.;
ad size)

all Nicki to place
ei TODAY 270-753-1916
:*
1,11Sir9 AN Al
640.110 Column 1=1460% Discount 2nal Run,
410% Dbcount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ms Must Run Within 6 Day Peraml.)
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monde
(Shopping Guide)

CHILDCARE
Professional wanted
for area center teacher
w/ experience preferred. 270-753-2077.

14.25 First Day -20 words or less Over 20 words $30 each
Additional Consecutive Days:
$.12 per word per day.
$3-35 extra for Smart Saver
Non. Gasaifieds
The publisher maintains Me iigh1 In

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.com,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.o3rn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

ri•lo.C1 no ndot

SUbisittled imitter

DEADLINES
141Ia

EentSver
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Toe.
Stilt Os
Ilmr.11pa.

Thwala
friday
Il&durdq

Waren Buy

To Place An Ad
Or Yard Sale

Cash paid for good,
'
used guns

Call (270) 753-1916
email

1

or stop by our
office at 1001 Whitnell
•Office Hours:
Monday-Friday

•

subscribe today
:to get the latest news &

i

lon't forget to check out
, the full edition on our
website

lvww.murrayledger.corn!

LEE'S Body Shop in
Mayfield is hinng a fullBody
time
Auto
Painter/Repair person.
Hourly wage by
Experience.
Call 270-251-3000 for
interview.
PAINTING contractor is
recruiting professional
painters with 2 years
experience, painters
trainee. program positions are also available.
Call 270-753-6895 to
apply and leave voice
message. Benefit program include 401k and
vacations, No walk in
applicants accepted.
EOE
TAKING Applications
for Lawn Tech.
$10-$12/hr.
Drivers License
required.
Call between the hours
of Sam - 10am.
270-978-7157.
TOM'S Grill now hinng
cooks,
experienced
servers, hostes and
dishwashers.
Apply at Tom's Grill
after lpm.

at

a.

PILLOW Top Mattress
sets. New in Plastic.
Queen $195.00
Full $185.00
King $385.00
270-293-4121
Can Deliver. $40 Down
Take home today!

• Call Nickl
• to place
• YOUR
AD
•
•

Taupe Leather 3
position medical lift
chair bought new in
2014 $500. Lamp $20.
Walker $20. Desk $40.
Call 270-753-3297.

•

Nice 2BR mobile home
No Pets 270-752-8556

•

•
•
•
•
•

270-753-1916

$15.00

I for 20 words •
•
•
offer
•
expires on
8-1-16
•
• •

II

BUYING, BUYING, BUYING
Wrecked, running and non-running
Autos, Battenes, and all Aluminum
KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

CALLOWAY GARDENS
ESSEX DOWNS
APARTMENTS
IBR from $345
2BR from $375

II

270-753-855e
1505 Dulguld Dr.
TDO l-800-545-1833 ext283

Th•

.
49=vc.rd.r.k„)

'Eyeglasses
"Contacts
-Eye D/SedS8

roe

MOBILE HOME

COMMUNITY!

308 S. 12th
Murray
270-759-2500

YOUR AD RERE!

3BR,

1.5BA,

Storage Rentals

W/D

[calProp, For Rent

hookups, shop. South
Murray. 270-753-0259.
411 S. 6th St. Small 2story, with walk-out
basement. 2-bedroom
(1 on main floor, & 1
w/sittingupstairs
room) 1 bath - living
room - dining room kitchen w/refngerator
& elec. range - washer
& dryer - central
Heat/Air. No pets; No
smoking $750 a month
Of
713-292-4643
pmcwherteraatt.net

RGL Storage, LLC
840 S. 4th St
Sunbury Circle
Multiple sizes,
lighting in every unit,
Security lighting,
newly remodeled.

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
t9 E. MAIN ST.
(270)753-6266
HOURS800-400
SATURDAY
8 00-12 00

BEA
,

OG1I

1.
LTh'itsA

Zip

Si4te
Deriene Phone
'•

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Boa 1040
Murray, Ky 42071
(270)753-1916

ER&TIMES

28R Duplexes
Townhouses
Available NOW
stetting at
$40CVtnonth
Coleman Real Estate
270-753-900e

included. $900.

413drrn, 3ba, $1060
1802 A Valley Dr

KEY MINI-WAREHOUSES
1850 State Route 121South
Murray, KY 42071
270.753.5562
Located at Key Auto Parts
UNIT SIZE

5X10..$20.00
10X30..$60.00
10X24..$50.00
10X12..$22.50

10X20..$45.00
10X10..$30.00
10X15..$35.00
Deposit Required

CHOOSE FR9M OUR 4 LOCATIONS:
'Murray Store Lock - 1611 N. 12tb St.
gibIBC Stomp - 1900 N. 12tb

No Utilities included

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4T)-1 ST.
Corns( of 121 S & Glendale
10x10's &10x15's
(270) 293-6907

New Climate
Controlled
forage Units Now
Available!
all 270-751-9999
.la'
VISi

*sew mut%Ayer

'•

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
-Inside climate control
storage
•Securtry alarmed
•Sale & clean
"We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600.

Morris Family
Farms

270-753-9600

270-227-3513
Ask for Mike

*Handyman Services

COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY
Available for
Immediate Lease
808 Chestnut St.
Murray. KY

-Yard Work

Spacious
5 Bedroom,
4 Bath Home
Mist' Meadows
subdivision next to
Oaks Country Club
Newly remodled
basement,
New fumace and
water heater.

Pets & Supplies
DOG Obedience.
glendhenmere.com
(270)436-2858.

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

Murray Ledget & Times Fair
Housing Ad Notice
All real estate advertised herein
is subject to the Federal Fair
Housing Ad, which makes it
illegal to advertise any reference, limitation or discriminabon teed on race, color, religion, sr, handicap, familial status or national ongui or intenhon to make any such preferences limitatkins or dos-mination.
State laws forbid chsinminabon
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law
We will knowingly accept any
ads tensing for real estate whkh
is not in notation at the law All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity baso.
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising rmuirs•
meets, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P Milarri, (1331648-100n

•Pressure Washing
.Gutter Cleaning

Gary 270-227-0420

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING
• Asphalt Installation
•Seal Coating
& Striping
• Licensed-Insured
40 years experience

480

(270) 759-0501
Auto Parts

14.15,16 inch
Starting at $20
Mc),intori

Call 753-5606

I UNIT PRICE SECURITY

270-753-8242
270-752-0313

Commerical Prop. For Rent
Ell

USED TIRES

38R 2BA, Duplex wtih
bonus room within city

270-293-5423

[

Call 270-752-0477
!".•

270-753-3853

illemeas Far Reit

limits. Water and trash

Backed by our family's 130+ years or funeral
service to Murray & Calloway Co.

270-293-3108
Ask for Jesse

270.29397144

812 Whitnell Avenue • Murray

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

1 OR 2br apts nea
Murray
downtown
Lease and deposit
required
270-753-4109

. . .

S3000 Monthly includes CAM, Tax.
& Insurance

Slz

A4dress
Cifr

Matthew Imes,
Pre-Arearmeneei

" For ALL your
Gravel Hauling
Needs"

YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service.Licensed
and inspred. Free estimates. 270-436-2562,
270-226-4504
KENTUCKY LAKE
REMODELING COM
All Aspects of
Remodeling
'Home Improvemnts
'Bath 'kitchen
& Additions

Hill Electric

'Drywall 'Painting
"Tile "Flooring "Decks

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

'Insured "Sr Discount
*Free Estimates
"Alerriber of "A - Rating
on Angie 's List

We,
/Inni
Enga,

61rt'

270-436-5959

753-9562
ustw

hillelectric corn

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
Paving-Spair.)ating
Striping
Gravel-Dal-Sand
TONY TRAVI;
270-293-4256

NAM, 01.AIN..
/
La!AIR

Lake Property

For Rent

Irrevocable Medicaid Approved

Located in the Shoppes of Murray
I across from MSU Stadium) on busy HWY
6.41 N. Anchor tenants include Office Depot.
Tractor's Supply and Goody's. 2500 sq. ft.

4.000
8.000
or 12,000
Sq. Ft. Available

1000,4 N. 12th St P.O.BoxoS Mainly FY 41071
Offite 270 753 2905 Fax 270 753 9505
• qarlandrentals. qmarl com

N4nle

Help your Loved Ones When
They Need it the Most
& provide Peace of Mind for You

Prime Office Professional Space
Available

MON-FR I

'Garland Rental Boat& Ml*i-Storap - Hwy.94E
Climate Control

M/C

PRE-PLANNING

HOUSISS For RIM!

Light.Eleark fty, and 24r7 Surveillance

Neck Money Order Visa

Thank you for your business'

CALL NICKI TO PLACE YOUR AD
270-753-1916

IN

A r;PEAT PLACE TO LIVF

270-753-9224 NICK MCCLURE-OWNER

Tnt elf
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 270-759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711

For all your storage convenience
,
'31
I r,
ING

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL

murrayeyecare.com

Or. Kevin Adams

280
lieriblie Homes For Rent

FO• NIE ADOWS AND COACH ESTATF

CAMP SEPTIC CLEANING OF MURRAY

ZboEyecare Specialties
•
V

I4/7 Surveillance•

• $15.00 for "
▪ 20 words or'
•
II
less
•

160
Horns Furnishings

8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
• Fax:(270) 753-1927

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

Line ads I
STARTING
•

inside
Bensons Sporting
Goods
519 S. 12th, St.
Murray
270-753-1342

classifieclemurrayledger.com

YOU PICK
BLACKBERRIES.
LARRY SIRLS
270-354-6585

•

H&H Guns

BUSINESS &
SERVICE DIRECTORY

2BR 1BA Duplex,
CHVAC, all appliances, Large Deck in
back, quiet safe
neighborhood
$550/mo, 1 month
secunty. NO pets
(270)519-4831.

David's Home
Improvement
LLC
Water Damaged Floors
Braces & FIdor Joists
Remodeling & Pkimbing
Wd Do Insurance VVork
Asa & masiercard Accepted

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

DC 1.4vosc4P/,Vc
"BIG or small
Ted Hogs them Air

Le'
Ti
Let
Ce11

'PRESSOR( WaSollAAS

•lenev CAR(

270-7

•Resiotivrlet
Kentucky
Beautiful
Lake water front lots.
Private setting, dock
able, deep water. 1.22
acre for $135,000 and
2.47 acre for $155,000
Call 731493-1113.
460
Homes For Sete

Moore's
Concrete

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estate
SG Real Properly
Professionals
270-293-7872

•Dnveways
Patios
•Stampinq
*Garages
"Dirt Work
.jjc & Ins
Jeff Moore
031-2111-11253

Call or Text
Ted
214-766-79

•Ccamet-Remi
A' /VS
COWTata Se6077
220-9A9-7/5?

GARY W. DIG

ELECTRIC
Licensed &
Insured

270-293-3248

pv
y

.tr• & Times
Tuesday, July 26, 2016•7 -

NOW CARRYING
-1
PRESSWASH

FRAMES
TREE
SERVICE

-CONCRETE -SIDING -DECKS
Locally Owned & Operated Murray, KY

LEAtifeW

WN SER'VIC.2
ANDSCAPING
MULCHING
LEAF REMOVAL

Brandon Wells
270-293-1279

BATTERIES

FREE ESTIMATES
CALL KEVIN
($2410)

270.206.2517
MURRAY

RCIAL
E-OWNER

Gailimore Electrical Contractors, L Lt

weekly & special pickups
Iv ownedoperated

270-759-1151
270-293-2783
270-293-2784

(270)489-2839

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC
meastrimicemmarciausessammai
James C.Gann
voti W.4ECIAUKRAY.COM

-ssi

Sethi% your
motorcycle or ATV?

Call us, well be
glad to help.

Hill Appliance
Repair
•

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

Serving
West Kentucky
(270) 226-0194
Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

(hestnut St. • Murray, KY • 270-753-2571
www.murrayhomeandauto.com

Hi T
Lawn Service
You grow it,
We will mew it,

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT

270-293-5949

270.753.9999 • www.sbgproperty.com

Frei Estiontot

Over 28 Years
Experience

Jason Hill
s of funeral
ty Co

MURRAY HOME & AUTO

Murray Ledger &
Tunes
270-753-1916

(270) 759-0890

'•

AUTO • MOWER • TRACTOR • MARINE • ATV

293-4020

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
•Tnmming
•Removal
•Stump Gnnding
•Firewood
•Insured

Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106

& Ins

NIShoot:as tiere_662Asi

AD

SMALL
BUSINESS
The Backbone
of America

Call 753-1916
Ask for Nield

ices Offered

Advertise with us for the best results!

Ls Family
arms

54" Cutting Deck
24 HP

Say 'HAPPY BIRTHDAY

ALL your
el Hauling
leeds"

Interest
0°10
for 48 months

MODEL Z254

gla tii ohelp!

(with approved creckt)

.;

only

$299900.

to someone special!

293-3108
for Jesse

227-3513
for Mike

John Doe
7years old • 2-4-15

nan Services

ird Work

.ire Washing

ACTUAL AD SIZE!

ir Cleaning

0-227-0420

HELL
OS.
VING

$15

MURRAY HOME & AUTO

(wlor ad with photo)

Chestnut St.• Murray, KY • 270-753-2571

I installation
I Coating
toping
ed-Insured

ACROSS

GAME CENTER

experience
59-0501

S Tree and
ince.Licensed
ed. Free esti70-436-2562,
.504

CKY LAKE
.11.111CISLSTh#1

spects of
iodeling

"mpmttemnts
•Kitithen
dditions

•Painting
wring •Decks

*Sr Discount
Estimates
Rating
!girls List

ANGLER WORD SEARCH
A

Wedding_

&mance Work

A
A

A
0

A
A
A

A

eabies
eirthdayS

A

A

A

A
A

A
A
A

A

A
0

A

A

A

A
A

A
A
A

A
A

0

A

A

0

0

A

II
A

Indian music

"Meet John Doe" director
Washington's successor
Assumed name
Group of 12
Kin of assn.
Back muscle, for short
— out a living
Land, as a fish
Stallion-to-be
Position
Addition column
Honeydew, for one
Flight part
Poet Guest
Farm layers
Preparatory stage
Colony member
Pop's daughter
Santa — winds
Motorists' reading
Macbeth, for one
Stellar ram
Rockies resort
Tender

10
12
13
15
16
17
18
20
21
22
23
25
28
31
32
34
35
36
37
40
41
42
43

CROSSWORDS

ACIDITY
ACTION
ALGAE
ANGLER

BACKCAST
BAIT
BASS
CARP

CAST
CRANKBAIT
DORSAL
FILLET

SUDOKU
Conceptis SudoKu

FISHERMAN
GILL
HANDLINE
HOOK

LURES
REE
RIGGING
ROD

Sudoku is a nurntier-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 grid with
several given numbers. The object is to place the numbers 110
9 in the empty squares so that each row, each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once The difficulty level
of the Conceptis Sucloku increases Iron, Monday to Sunday

By Dave Green

270-753-1916
Answer to previous puzzle

298
5 37
6 1 4
845
9 2 1
376
452
1 83
769

/41

Seorr
8-2/57

N. DICK'
,TRIC

sed &

1red

Out of style

35
38
39

Pictured
Hydrocarbon suffix
Tax agcy.

ATWAR
SHES
TAPE
BEAMED
ORNATE
ATOM
TUG
MEX I CAN
PRYBARS
ERR
TUNE
OLD
CURSE
SCULL
HAND
FOR
GRANOLA
ABA
LEXICON
RAW
ERASED
NE I N
REREAD
TARA
TEENY
ONES
1

Murray
Ledger
Times!

33

A

Call

OSCAP/Av

de

A

Engagement's

17-5422
)3-2643

WASII/Ale
CAPE
AIT/41
ERC/Al

A

tqnniversary's

'S Home
vement
LC

/mat Accepted

A
A
A

36-5959

raged Floors
Roor Joists
g & Pkirbing

A
A

A

1
5

456 73 1
9 12 8 4 6
3 78 5 2 9
2 31 1 6 9 7
687 4 5 3
5 4 9.1 8 2
1 639 78
795 26 4
8 24 3,1 5

2

3

26
27
29
30

Decimal fractions
Snare
Slow passage
Track athlete

40

5

4

DOWN
10
1
Barber's tool
2
Cherishes
13
Gizmo
3
4
Pansian pal
15a.
Group of players
5
19
18
Boxing great
6
21
Urban bird
7
Irritate
8
23
Desirable qualities
9
Like tears
11
25 26 27
14
Like some romantic dinners
31
19
Reading aids
Dance in a line
20
34
Black Sea port
24
California peak
25
371138

11

6

7

8

12

17

16

20

24
29

28

as

r

Dffjcu ty Level **

30

36

39

INN NRU
NNUU
NNN
41

43

42UURR

AC.VERTISE HERE

3-3248

9
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!asking Back
Tea years ago
The Calloway County Laker baseball program celebrated the 2006
team's record-breaking 29-7 mark
with a year-end banquet. Pictured
are Casey Brockman, Logan Se-ay,
Chris Dobbins, Jacob Burks, Colby
Austin McCuiston, Wes Adams Josh Streetman, Tyler Brockruin, Josh Reynolds, Pete Thackst4i, Kyle Crittendon, Austin Lilly
and'Adam Crawford. Taylor Thieke,
MiCuiston and Starks were named
tO;tise First Region All Tournament
taro.
lialy Skinner traded his dreams of
being a rock star for hopes of modeling on runways in New York. A
22:year old Murray native, Skinner
stiCrsed in Nashville, Tennessee and
edded up at Wilhelmina Dan Agency: He appeared in "Cosmopolitan,"
"*kventeen," "Red Book," and
"Glamour."
A team sponsored by Pella of Muria)? recently won the United Way
Softball Tournament. Participating
irt the tournament were one team
each from Pella and Kenlake Foods
and live teams from Briggs & Stratton. Pictured are Shane Fox, Justin
Fox, Dere‘Carter, Glenn Belcher,
Justin Morton, Josh Sanders, Kenny Martin, David Singleton, Mark
Flood,Aaron Harper,Sean McGuire
and Justin Simmons.
Twenty years ago
Clara Austin, Kentucky Federation of Women's Club president, is
pictured installing the officers of
the Murray Woman's Club which
includes Sue Allison, Carolyn Marcum, Linda Scott, Terry Parker-Bell
and Martha Crafton.
Recent cases of blue mold found
in the tobacco crops of Ballard and
McCracken counties have raised the
awareness of many Calloway County farmers.
Two Calloway County teens won
top honors in the Kentucky State
44:1 Fashion Revue in Lexington.
Jennifer Hughes, daughter of Dale
and Vicki Hughes and Laurie Parker,'claughter of Sam and Janie Parker,:all of Murray. were chosen in the
top ten at State 4-H Fashion Revue.
Thirty years ago
All of the Advil pain-reliever has

been removed from the shelves of
Byron's Safe-T Discount Pharmacy as a safety precaution following
a telephone threat today claiming
the drugs were contaminated with
cyanide.
Paducah's Jimmy Brown won the
Murray Invitational at the Murray
Country Club, firing a two-under
70 for a two-shot victory over Mayfield's Scott Nall and Kansas City's
Dan Key.
Chris Neale and Trent Gibson tied
for first in the boy's first flight and
Joy Roach won the girls first flight
at Junior Golf Day at the Oaks
Country Club.
Forty years ago
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Rudolph will
observe their 50th wedding anniversary on Aug.!.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Barry Melton and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph
Whilow Jr.
Dr. Jane Wells of Murray has been
appointed as one of nine members
to the State Board of Property Education, a new body established to
regulate private business and trade
schools by Gov. Julian Carroll.
Fifty years ago
Ernest Kelso was honored at a
surprise party in celebration of his
birthday on July 23 at Murray City
Park.
The Murray Chamber of Commerce in official board action
commended the law enforcement
agencies of the city and county for
exceptionally outstanding work following recent burglaries of Uncle
Jeff's, Murray Country Club and
Paschall Truck Lines.
Sixty years ago
Murray beat Owensboro for the
championship of the Western District American Legion Tournament.
The will face Lexington for the state
championship title. Thurman Baker
was the pitcher for Murray.
Pfc. Kenneth A. Wright Jr. is
scheduled to leave Germany for the
United States in September as part
of Operation Gyroscope.the Army's
unit rotation plan.

Counseling can't save marriage
lacking intimacy
DEAR ABBY: I have been
married for almost three years to
a woman who refuses to share the
same bed with me. It started on our
honeymoon when, after having
sex,she chose to sleep in a different
bed whenever there were
two beds in
the room.
in
She's
her late 40s
and had never been married before
We
have
been intimate
only twice in
Dear Abby
the last year.
by
Moreover,
Abigail
she doesn't
let me sit
Van Buren
next to her
while
we
watch TV, and there is no kissing,
no touching, no affection of any
kind, physical or verbal.
I have wracked my brain trying
to figure out why she treats me like
this, and I have a few suspicions.
She's applying for permanent residence status and may have married me only for that, although she
denies it. She can no longer bear
children, so she may think there is
no point in having sex or being intimate. She may have an aversion
to being touched, although she
doesn't show that when we're out
in public. She likes to hug her female friends.(And no,I don't think
she's a lesbian.)
Any love that existed between us
is nearly gone at this point, so am
I justified in getting a separation?
We have been to counseling, and
that is what the therapist recommended. -- FEELING UNLOVED
IN UTAH
DEAR FEELING UNLOVED:
Assuming you brush your teeth,
use deodorant and shower regularly, I'm as mystified about your
wife's behavior as you are. I know
people who treat their dogs and
cats better than this woman has

Today In History
was a forerunner of the Federal Bureau of Investigation.
In 1925, five days after the end
of the Scopes Trial in Dayton, Tennessee, prosecutor William Jennings
Bryan died at age 65.
In 1945, the Potsdam Declaration
warned Imperial Japan to unconditionally surrender, or face "prompt
and utter destruction."
In 1952, Argentina's first lady,
Eva Peron. died in Buenos Aires at
age 33.
In 1956, Egyptian President
Gamal Abdel Nasser nationalized

the Suez Canal.
In 1965, the Maldives became independent of Britain.
In 1971, Apollo 15 was launched
from Cape Kennedy on America's
fourth successful manned mission to
the moon.
In 1986, Islamic radicals in Lebanon released the Rev. Lawrence
Martin Jenco, an American hostage
held for nearly 19 months.
In 1990, President George H.W.
Bush signed the Americans with
Disabilities Act.

BABY BLUES r.e)
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SO, IF YOUR BUDDY WAS AT THE MALL,HOW 41111
OtO YOU COMMUNICATE virri.iouT A CELL PHONE?
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DEAR ABBY: I receive at least
two or three telemarketing calls a
day -- and sometimes even more
on Sundays. Can you please tell
me what to do to put a stop to this'?
I have written once before to an
address to curb this situation, but
no luck. These calls come as late as
9 p.m. Thank you for any advice.
-- STRESSED OUT IN ILLINOIS
DEAR STRESSED OUT: I
agree that telemarketing calls are
invasive when they come in multiples. The USA.gov Consumer Action Handbook includes a number
you can call to restrict telemarketing calls permanently by registering your phone number. It is 888382-1222. This can also be done
online at www.donotcall.gov.
If you receive telemarketing
calls after your number has been
in the national registry for 31 days,
you can file a complaint using the
same web page and toll-free number.
This will cut back on some of
the calls you receive, but not all of
them. Political organizations, charities and telephone surveyors with
which you have a relationship can
still get through. However, if you
still find yourself being inundated,
contact your phone provider and
inquire about call-blocking 800
numbers. Good luck!
•••••

What teens need to know about
sex, drugs, AIDS and getting
along with peers and parents is in
"What Every Teen Should Know."
Send your name and mailing address, plus check or money order for $7(US.funds) to: Dear
Abby, Teen Booklet,P.O. Box 447,
Mount Morris, IL 61054-0447.
(Shipping and handling are included in the price.)

Heart palpitations are worth
checking out with your doctor
DEAR DOCTOR K: I often
experience heart palpitations -- almost every time I'm excited, angry
or scared. Is this dangerous to my
health?
DEAR READER: The word
"palpitations" is used
differently by
different people. To me,
palpitations
simply
are
an
awareness of your
beatheart
ing. People
Dr. Komaroff aren't usually aware of
by
their
heart
Dr. Anthony
beating. But
when it beats
Komaroff
unusually
forcefully, irregularly or rapidly, you notice the
heartbeat.
Most people feel their heart
beating forcefully and rapidly
during intensive exercise. But people who have never experienced
heart palpitations at rest may not
realize how frightening they can
be. Certain conditions can make a
person's heart feel as if it is pounding, skipping or racing so fast that
it will explode from their chest.
Palpitations during exercise occur because of a rush of adrenaline
that courses through your body.
This causes your heart to beat more
forcefully and rapidly than usual.
Adrenaline surges can also be generated by a strong emotion such as
excitement,fear or anger. They can
also come on after consuming a
stimulant such as caffeine.
Another common source of
palpitations is premature contraction of the atria, the heart's, upper
chambers. Sometimes these chambers pump a fraction of a second
earlier than they should. Then they
rest an instant longer afterward to
get back to their usual rhythm.This
feels like a skipped beat. It is often
followed by a forceful contraction

as the ventricles clear out the extra
blood they accumulated during the
pause_ These premature beats are
almost always harmless.
The sensation of abnormal
heartbeat can be a warning sign of
a heart rhythm problem. Some of
these heart rhythm problems are of
no consequence. But others, unfortunately, can be very serious: They
may lead to stroke, and even sudden death.
So, you should ask your doctor to check out your palpitations,
particularly if they have become
more frequent or severe in recent
months. And if you've been having
other symptoms, such as shortness
of breath or chest pain, it's even
more important to get checked out.
Assuming the doctor does not
find anything serious behind your
palpitations, you should feel reassured. But if you're still bothered
by unexplained palpitations, some
simple changes may reduce both
their frequency and intensity.
Low blood sugar can trigger
palpitations, so make a point of
eating regularly. Drinking plenty
of fluids and getting enough sleep
may also help. Stress and anxiety
are a source of palpitations in many
people. If that is the case for you,
breathing exercises, meditation or
other relaxation techniques may do
the trick. Nicotine can cause palpitations. So can alcohol and certain over-the-counter decongestant
medications.
When self-care measures aren't
enough, certain drugs may help
prevent palpitations. Beta blockers that quell the effects of adrenaline on the heart can successfully
combat many types of fast heart
rhythms. Some people may get relief with anti-anxiety medicines.
Heart palpitations will usually
turn out to be nothing serious and
easy to fix. But sometimes the
cause of the palpitations can be
a serious condition. Don't try to
guess whether it's serious; let your
doctor make that decision.

Hints From HIM°

Tbday is Tuesday. July 26. the
20th day of 2016. There are 158
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On July 26, 1775,the Continental
Congress established a Post Office
and eppointed Benjamin Franklin its
Postmaster-General.
Op this date:
In 1788, New York became the
11th state to ratify the U.S. Constitution.
In 1908, U.S. Attorney General
Charles J. Bonaparte ordered creation of a force of special agents that

WE HAD TO
USE OUR
HOME
PHONES

been treating you. That you have
tolerated it this long is surprising.
Your therapist has advised a
separation, but I would go further
than that Because you don't have a
marriage, I think you should make
it official.

Really?!
I have
renewed
respect for
Mom and Dad!

AND IN THE MA
YOU HAD TO USE
A PAYPHONE
A PAYPHONE?!

I DIDN'T MEAN TO
SHOCK THEM,BUT IT'S
T ME THEY
KNEW)—
fi
I

\-*

HOW LONG CAN IT LAST?
Dear Readers: How long is a refrigerator or washing machine supposed to last? Have you ever wondered what the life expectancy is for MAJOR APPLIANCES? We've all had appliances quit working years
before we expected them to. Then it seems friends or
family have appliances that never seem to stop working. Here is a general guidelinel
overview of the average life
spans ofsome appliances:
Central air conditioner: 1015 years
Refrigerator: 13-15 years
Washing machine: 10-13
years
Clothes dryer: 13-15 years
Dishwasher: 10 years
How long an appliance works
depends on how often it is used
by
(or how rarely) and how well
you carefor it. Inspect it once in
Heloise
a while, and have professionals
checkfor maintenance services.
Changing airfiltersfor the air conditioner on a regular basis is crucialfor keeping air-conditioning units
running.
Heloise
BEWARE OF MONITOR
Dear Heloise: I saw the hint in the Dayton (Ohio)
Daily News about keeping an open baby monitor by
the doorbell. This brings some risks.
When my children were small, we had a baby monitor in a bedroom, with the speaker in the living room.
Two people decided to have a confidential discussion
in the deserted hallway just outside the bedroom. Suddenly. all the folks at the party could overhear the discussion. Somebody ran out to let them know, but the
damage was done. Be aware of open baby monitors.
-- Don P. in Ohio

Don, wow!Probably one in a million, but still worth
noting. Thanks! -- Heloise
MINI FLASHLIGHT
Dear Heloise: It's annoying that computer manufacturers put black buttons on a black background.
(HELOISE HERE: I am in complete agreement! I put
red or purple nail polish on the "on" button so I don't
have to fumble around looking for the right button!)
I've found that one of the handiest things to keep
around is a mini LED flashlight. To find a black-onblack'button, I just take out my mini LED flashlight.
One type of LED flashlight I've found especially
useful is a laptop reading light. These can be clipped
onto books for reading, or carried around like a flashlight. I keep one by my bed so that if I get up, I don't
interrupt my wife's sleeping. This has become my goto flashlight. I even use it when I walk our dog at night.
-- Alan S., via email
DRIED OUT
Dear Heloise: I do occasional woodworking and
use wood filler to cover screw heads and such. In the
past, I have had a problem with the wood filler drying
out over time. I place it in a leftover food-storage container, along with a damp sponge. This maintains 100
percent humidity in the container, and the wood filler
does not dry out! -- David H., Jefferson, Maine
FRESHEN UP
Dear Heloise: Here is a handy hint for upholstered
sofa pillows: Take a scented dryer sheet and gently
wipe both sides of the pillow with it. Then take it
outside and fluff it in the air. -- Susie R., Huntington
Beach, Calif.
Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to Heloise, P.O. Box 795000, San Antonio, TX 78279-5000,
or you can fax it to 1-210-HELOISE or email it to
Heloise@Heloise.com. 1 can't answer your letter
personally but will use the best hints received in my
column.

Horoscope

75,

HEY, THESE KIDS
TODAY NEED TO
KNOW HOW TOUGH
WE HAD IT!

DUSTIN®
I THINK THE BARISTA
LIKES ME.. SHE MADE A
HEART ON MY LATTE.

I PONT KNOW, MAN. IT
LOOKS MORE LIKE WHAT
YOU SIT ON-.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday,July 27,2016:
This year excitement surrounds you. You never
know what will head toward you, both literally and
figuratively. Just going out and running errands
could become an exciting happening. Be open
to what life offers you. You need to live your life
and become more invested in a hobby. If you are
single, you could meet a potential sweetie just by
accidentally dropping your groceries. If you are
attached, the two of you often share a wonderful,
lively exchange. Though you and your sweetie can
be serious at times, laughter flows between you.
TAURUS has a way of overwhelming you.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have:
5-Dynamic: 4-Positive: 3-Average, 2-So-s0;
1 -Difficult

GARFIELD

R

JON IS THE m031
INTERESTING GOY
I KNOW

PEANUTS®

I JUST SORTED
MY SOCKS!

HE'S 'THE ONLY
GUY I KNOW

Murray I

ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
**** You'll respond well to someone who often
delights and teases you. Allow greater give-a(ldtake with this person. Wherever you encounter
each other -- be it at the gym, at work or at the
grocery store -- you'll make a point of stopping and
sharing news. Make plans for a lunch together.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** You could be surprised by everything that
falls into your lap. Someone will force you to look at
a situation differently. Others are very responsive
to your ideas, and will want to change direction.
Don't be surprised if one person drags his or her
feet.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** A lot might go unsaid, despite your attempt
to clear the air. If someone doesn't want to hear
what you're saying, your efforts will be moot.
Clearly you can control only yourself and no one
else. Push less and allow others to bring up the
topic in question.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** A group meeting proves to be important.
You tend to see life from a more upbeat perspective.
Consider your options with a friendship; they need
to be evaluated. You know what is important to you
with a friendship. Is there a problem here?
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You might need to rethink a problem that
affects your work,image or community involvement,

Be willing to adjust your schedule to incorporate
an unanticipated happening. You have more than
enough support to make the right decision.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Read between the lines with those at a
distance. Listen more and speak less. Look at what
is being left out or what isn't being responded to. A
new friend might be charming, but also could throw
a tantrum if he or she doesn't get his or her way.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You might feel as if you are on top of a
project, at least until a close associate tries to
challenge the very basis of your thinking. Discuss
this person's perspective, and listen to his or
her suggestions. Avoid getting defensive. Think
positively.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Let others make the first move. In some way,
it will please you to keep your thoughts to yourself
and perhaps act a little mysterious. Let others run
the show; they will need you soon enough. Take
advantage of the break and the change of pace.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Your instinct to get a lot done is right-on.
Don't even consider that an associate or boss is
not paying attention. You will get feedback that will
please you, but don't start celebrating just yet. You
are at the beginning of a change.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You can put up quite a struggle and win,
but what happens if you develop a laissez-faire
attitude? You are likely to shake up your immediate
circle. You might want to test the waters. Allow
yourself to be uncomfortable with a change of
roles.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Do not get stuck in rigid thinking. You could
hear startling news, and might need to take a walk
to process what is being shared. Several of your
friends seem to be unusually caring. Someone will
make an offer that is hard to resist.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Keep conversations flowing. You might
find that your perceptions about a certain situation
or person could change because of what you hear.
Use care when handling your funds, as you easily
could make a mistake. Don't agree to a financial
proposition.
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SPORTS
NFL

COLLEGE GOLF

NFL
clears
Manning
of HGH
allegations

CCHS grad Madison Connell
named All-American scholar

The Associated Press
The NFL says it found no
credible evidence that Peyton
Manning was provided with human growth hormone or other
prohibited substances as alleged
in a documentary by Al-Jazeera
America last year.
The league said the quarterback and his wife, Ashley, fully
cooperated in the seven-month
investigation, providing interviews and access to all records
sought by investigators.
The NFL is continuing its
investigation into allegations
made against other NFL players
in the documentary, which the
league said involves "different
lines of inquiry and witnesses."
Those other players — all of
them linebackers — provided
the league with sworn affidavits,
but the NFL wants to interview
them in person.
In stark contrast, Manning,
who retired a month after Denver's 24-10 win over Carolina in
Super Bowl 50, welcomed the
probe.
In December, Al-Jazeera reported that an intern at an Indianapolis anti-aging clinic was
secretly recorded suggesting
that Manning's wife received
deliveries of HGH in 2011 while
the quarterback was recovering
from neck fusion surgery.
The intern, Charles Sly, recanted his statements, which
were recorded without his
knowledge. He said they were
fabricated in an attempt to impress a potential business partner.
Manning angrily denounced
the report, calling it "completely fabricated, complete trash,
garbage," and insisting he never took shortcuts in his return to
football after missing 2011 with
neck problems.
At the time the allegations
were levied, both the Broncos
and the Colts, whom Manning
played for from 1998-2011, issued statements in support of the
five-time MVP.
Manning said he sought holistic treatments such as hyperbaric
oxygen and nutrient therapy at
the Guyer Institute of Molecular
Medicine with knowledge and
consent of the Colts training and
medical staff following his four
neck surgeries.
He insisted he never used
subperformance-enhancing
stances and never took anything
sent to his wife.
HGH is banned by professional sports leagues and is only
legal to prescribe in a few specific medical conditions.
The NFL and players union
added human growth hormone
testing to the collective bargaining agreement signed in 2011,
but the sides didn't agree to testing terms until 2014. Nobody
has tested positive, which would
trigger a four-game suspension.
The Al-Jazeera report alleged other high-profile athletes
obtained PEDs, including baseball stars Ryan Howard of the
Philadelphia Phillies and Ryan
Zimmerman of the Washington
Nationals.
The report also named four
other prominent NFL players:
Clay Matthews and Julius Peppers of the Green Bay Packers,

Staff Report

Connell on the course, or off the
course.
CORAL SPRINGS, Ha. Now a golfer with the UniLettering six years at Calloway versity of South Alabama, ConCounty High School in Murray, nell (along with teammate Elisa
Ky, Madison Connell Helped Axelsen) were named 2015-16
lead CCHS to back-to-back run- Women's Golf Coaches Assoner-up finishes at the KHSAA ciation (WGCA) All-American
State Golf Championships as a Scholars, as announced by the
junior and senior, helping CCHS organization.
capture three straight regional
The announcement marks
titles along the way from 2011.- the second straight season both
2013.
players have earned WGCA
Earning a top-10 finish (6th All-American Scholar honors.
place) at the PGA Junior Series Axelsen and Connell are the
at Mirimichi with a three-round first Jaguars to earn WGCA
total of 235 in 2013, not much All-American Scholar accohas changed in three years for lades since Ingrid Hagen,Jordan

). See CONNELL, Page 10

MSU freshman Knight cards dream round at Hopkinsville

By DAVE WINDER
MSU Sports Information
Golfers of any skill level
from all over the world imagine
every time they tee it up, today
might be the day for magic.
That is to play the best round of
a lifetime.
Oh an ordinary hot and humid afternoon in Hopkinsville,
Kentucky, Murray State men's
golf student-athlete Austin
Knight had one of those days.
The kind of days he can tell his
grandchildren about.
Knight, an incoming freshman,shot an 11-under-par 60 at
his home course at Hopkinsville
Country Club.
The friendly foursome on the
par-71 layout was completed in
the afternoon as Knight played
with friends TJ. Janes, Cole
Taylor and Tadd Switzer.
Knight's round started with
a pair of pars before he made
four-straight birdies on the front
nine. He finished with a 5-under-par 30 when he birdied the
par-4 ninth hole. When he started the back-nine with threestraight birdies, everyone in the
foursome knew something special could be happening.
"Actually Ti. thought it
could be special when I was
2-under through four and I was
hitting it close," Knight said.
"He said we've got a course
record watch going and I told
him no way. Tadd brought it
up again after I birdied six.
But when I started birdie-birdie-birdie on the back side, I
knew if I got two more (birdies) I'd tie the course record. I
just kept going from there and
didn't let up any."
The round ended with
Knight nlaking birdie at the
14th, 16th and 17th holes.
Knight's 11 birdies and
seven pars wasn't without a
'would've or could've' moment
as he pondered the possibility
of shooting a 59 or better. He
missed a short birdie try at the
eighth hole and again at the
18th. After a wayward approach

4

DAVE WINDER / MSU SPORTS INFORMATION
lncomming Murray State freshman Austin Knight carded an 11-under-par-60 at his hometown golfcourse at Hopkinsville
Country Club over the weekend. Knight set a course record (previously 62 on three different occasions) with his score. • _
to the 15th hole, he got up and
down for par from a bunker.
Should we call him Mr. 60
from now on?
"Probably not," Knight
laughed. "This was a once in
a lifetime thing that I got to
do. And I'll definitely tell my
grandkids about it someday. I
think it would be awesome then
to bring them back to the clubhouse and show them the trophy case where I still have the
course record. But if someone
beats it and shoots 59,I'd shake
their hand and say congratulations."

Darren Wittenburg has shop," Wittenburg added. "It's ory recalls Nick Newcomb:a .,
served as the teaching profes- pretty cool watching him grow 2008 run to the Ohio Valley
Conference Championship that
sional at Hopkinsville Coun- up here. He's improved a lot."
A lifetime achievement golf included a hole-in-one on the
try Club since 2005 and noted
Knight's round of 60 bested the score of 60 is accompanied by par-3 second hole at the Counlarge odds. The United States try Club of Paducah. In 2011,
club record by two shots.
"It's a very rare event for Golf Association (USGA) cal- Racer student-athletes Hunter ,
sure," Wittenburg said. "There culates the odds of a player York and Brock Simmons each
aren't many people that can (with a zero to five handicap made a hole-in-one 24 hourS14,:
shoot 60 in a lifetime. The like Knight) shooting a score apart at Murray Country Club:f.foo`,
course at Hopkinsville Country of 10-under-par to be one in par-3 1 1 th hole during team
1
Club has been around for 100 125,000. Knight did that one qualifying.
season
for
The
2016-17
of
11-unscore
the
better
with
a
years. The previous course reRacers begins with the team
cord was 62 and that had been der-par this week.
The Murray State men's hosting the MSU Invitational
done three times."
"Austin has worked for me golf program is no stranger to (Sept. 12-13), at Miller Memolast few years here at the golf rare golf events. Recent mem- rial Golf Course.•

MLB

Cubs aqquire Chapman
The Associated Press
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File Photo'
Madison Connell, former CCHS standout and currently a University of South Alabama golfer, was tagged with the..
WCGA All-American Scholar title for the second year. '

You can call him Mr. NI

pgle and win,
laissez-faire
ur immediate
vaters. Allow
a change of

NOTICE

Knight and Ashleigh Ryals received the honor in 2013-14. It
also marks the 10th year in the
past 11 seasons that the women's
golf program has placed student-athletes on the prestigious
list.
Connell posted a career-best
77.79 stroke average in eight
events which spanned a total of
24 rounds.
She earned one top-10 and
one top-20 finish this season,
and recorded a career-low 1-under par 71 in the second round of
the Samford Women's Inter

MURRAY STATE MENS GOLF

>0 See MANNING,Page 10
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AP Photo
New York Yankees relief pitcher Aroldis Chapman, left,
shakes hands with catcher Austin Romine after the Yankees defeated the San Francisco Giants 3-2 in a baseball
game Friday, July 22, 2016, in New York.Chapman was
traded to the Chicago Cubs on Monday.

CHICAGO — Before the
Chicago Cubs completed a trade
for Aroldis Chapman, owner
Tom Ricketts and president of
baseball operations Theo Epstein decided they had to hear
from the closer himself about a
domestic violence allegation in
the offseason.
So Ricketts and Epstein
asked Major League Baseball
for a window to speak with the
left-hander, and they got him
on the phone Monday. When
the conversation was over, the
blockbuster deal was on.
Chasing their first World Series title since 1908, the Cubs
addressed one of their few weaknesses by sending a pricey package of four players to the New
York Yankees for Chapman,one
of the most dominant relievers

in the game, but one who also
comes with some risk for a franchise riding a positive wave.
"This is a game-changer.
Aroldis Chapman is a gamechanging-type pitcher in the
postseason," Epstein said. "As
you sit around and game plan
how you're going to win a big
game or how you're going to
win a postseason game, it makes
it look a lot easier when you see
him there on your lineup card."
Chapman is expected to join
the Cubs for Tuesday night's
game at the crosstown White
Sox.
For the Yankees, it was a
rare July trade that saw the best
player in the deal leaving New
York. But Chapman is eligible
for free agency after this season,
New York also has All-Stars Andrew Miller and Dellin Reames in the bullpen, and its haul

included top shortstop prospea:
Gleyber Torres, versatile pitcher
Adam Warren and minor league
outfielders Billy McKinney and
Rashad Crawford.
"This was an easy call, and
this was the right call," general
manager Brian Cashman said.
"Easy because we traded from
an area of strength and we are
excited about the players that
we've received for someone that
obviously was only under con 5
trol for two more months." 7
The Yankees had won
of eight heading into M
night's game at Houston.
they still face long odds of
ting to the playoffs. They m
the decision to trade Chap
after his agents said he wotifit
not agree to a new contract tpM
would start in 2017, a per

ry,
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SPORTS ON TV
lbillsre Genies
BASKETBALL
9 p.m.
NBA -Exhibibon, Men's notional teams, United States re China, at Oakland, cat.
MU
p.m.
ESPN - Chicago Cubs at Chicago White Sox
FSMW -St Louis at N.Y. Mats
•pia,
MU-Tampa Bay at LA Dodgers or Dnc-inna11 at San Francisco
Wednesday% Games
BASKETBALL
&30 p.m.
NBA - Exhibition, Women's nabonal twins,
United States vs USA Basketball' vs France, at
041.1*•111
GOLF
430 a.m.
GOLF- Ricoh Women's British Open, nisi round
HORSE RACING
3 p.m.
FS2-Saratoga Uve,Honerable Miss handicap,
at Saratoga Springs, N.Y
MU
7 p.m.
ESP%-Chicago White Sax at Chicago Cubs
FSMW-St Louis at N.Y. Mets
SOCCER
630 p.m.
ESPN2 - International Champions Cup 2916,
Real madrld as. Pans Saint Germain at Columbus,
Ohio

PRO BASEBALL
MU
AlitERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L
Pct
GB
Baltimore
57
40
.588 Boston
55
41
.573 11
/
2
Toronto
55
44 .556
3
New York
50
48
.510 714
Tampa Bay
38
60
388 19/
1
2
Central Division
W
L
Pct
GB
Cleveland
56
41
.577 Detroit
51
48
.515
6
Kansas City
48
49
.495
8
Chicago
48
50
.490 5/
1
2
Minnesota
37
61
.378 1914
West Division
W
I
Pc!
GB
Texas
57
42 .576 Houston
54
44
.551 214
Seattle
50
48
.510 6/
1
2
Oakland
45
54
.455
12
Los Angeles
43
55
.439 1314
Saturday's Results
Seattle 14, Toronto 5
San Francisco 2, N.Y. Yankees 1, 12 innings
Baltimore 5, Cleveland 2
Minnesota 11, Boston 9
Detroit at Chicago White Sox, 710 p.m.
Houston 7, L.A. Angels 2
Texas 7, Kansas City 4
Oakland 4, Tampa Bay 3
Sunday's Results
N.Y Yankees 5. San Francisco 2
Toronto 2. Seattle 0
Baltimore 5, Cleveland 3
Boston 8. Minnesota 7
Chicago White Sox 4, Detroit 3
Houston 13, LA. Angels 3
Texas 2, Kansas City 1
Chicago White Sox 5, Detroit 4
Oakland 3, Tampa Bay 2
Monday's Results
Baltimore 3, Colorado 2, 10 innings
Toronto 4, San Diego 2
Detroit 4,Bon 2
Tees 7, Oakland 6
Chicago White Sox 5, Chicago Cubs 4
N.Y. Yankees 2, Houston 1
LA. Angels 6, Kansas City 2
Today's Games
Colorado (Bettis 8-6) at Baltimore (Tillman 14-2).
705 p.m.
Seattle (Hernandez 4-4) at Pittsburgh (Uriano
6-9), 7:05 p.m.
San Diego (Cashner 4-7) at Toronto (Stroman 8-4),
797 p.m.
Chicago Cubs (Hendricks 9-6) at Chicago White
Sox (Shields 4-12), 710 p.m.
Detroit (Penney 3-9) at Boston (Wright 12-5), 7:10
p.m.
Washington (Gonzalez 6-8) at Cleveland (Salazar
11-3), 7:10 p.m.
Oakland (Gray 4-9) at Texas (Lortse 0-2), 8:05 p.m.
Atlanta (Harrell 1-2) at Minnesota (Santana 3-8),
8:10 p.m.
N.Y. Yankees (Saddles 5-8) at Houston (Fister 10-

6), 8:10 ern.
LA. Angels(Skaggs 0-0) at Kansas Gay(Gee 3-3),
8:15 p.m
Tampa Bay (Arches 5-13) at LA Dodgers (Noma
5-9), 1010 p.m.
MAMMAL LEAGUE
East Wise
W
L
Pet
GB
Wasrungton
58
41
.5115 Man
53
45
.541 4/
1
2
New Yon(
52
45 .536
5
Philadelphia
45
56
450 1314
Atlanta
33' 66 .333
25
Central Maim
W
L
Pet
GB
Chicago
59
38 .608 St Louis
52
46
.531 7/
1
2
Pittsburgh
51
47
.520 8/
1
2
Mikvaultee
41
55
427 1714
Cincinnati
38
60
388 211
/
2
West Division
W
L
Pct
GB
San Francisco
58
40
592
o
l tossiotr
ones
56
44
560
3
47
51
11
480
San Diego
43
56
434 1514
Arizona
41
57
418
17
Saturday's Result,
Pittsbunp 7, Philadelphia 4
San Francisco 2, NY. Yankees 1,12 innings
Washington 3, San Diego 2
Cincinnati 6, Arizona 1
Miami 7, N.Y. Mets?
Milwaukee 6, Chicago Cubs 1
L.A. Dodgers 7, St Louis 2
Colorado 8, Atlanta 4
Sunday's Results
N.Y. Yankees 5, San Francisco 2
Arizona 9, Cincinnati 8
N.Y. Mets 3, Miami 0
Ptttsburgh 5, Philadelphia 4
San Diego 10, Washington 6
Chicago Cubs 6, Aelwaukee 5
Colorado 7, Atlanta 2
L.A. Dodgers 9, St Louis 6
Monday's Results
Baltimore 3, Colorado?, 10 innings
Toronto 4, San Diego 2
Philadelphia 4, Miami 0
St Louis at N.Y. Mets. ppd
Milwaukee 7, Arizona 2
Chicago White Sox 5, Chicago Cubs 4
Cincinnati at San Francisco, late
Today's Games
St Loins (Martinez 9-6) at N.Y. Mets(Syndergaard
9-4), 4:10 p.m., 1st game
Colorado (Bettis 8-6) at Baltimore (Tillman 14-2),
7:05 p.m.
Seattle (Hernandez 4-4) at Pittsburgh (brim°
6-9), 7:05 p.m.
San Diego (Cashner 4-7) at Toronto (Stroman 8-4),
797 p.m.
Chicago Cubs (Hendricks 9-6) at Chicago White
Sox (Shields 4-12), 7:10 p.m.
Philadelphia (Eickhoff 6-11) at Miami (Koehler
7-8), 7:10 p.m.
St Louis (Garcia 7-6) at N.Y. Mets (Colon 8-5),
710 p.m., 2nd game
Washington (Gonzalez 6-8) at Cleveland (Salazar
11-3), 7:10 p.m.
Arizona (Corbin 4-9) at Milwaukee (Garza 1-4),
8:10 p.m.
Atlanta (Harrell 1-2) at Minnesota (Santana 3-8),
8:10 p.m.
Tampa Bay (Archer 5-13) at LA Dodgers (Norris
5-9), 10:10 p.m.
Cincinnati (Reed 0-4) at San Francisco (Cain 1-6),
10:15 p.m.

PRO BASKETBALL
WNBA
EASTERN CONFERENCE
W
L
Pet
GB
New York
18
8
.692 Atlanta
13
12 .520 414
Indiana
12
12
.500
5
Chicago
11
13 .458
6
Washington
9
15
.375
8
Connecticut
8
16
.333
9
WESTERN CONFERENCE
W
L
Pet
G8
Los Angeles
21
3 .875 Minnesota
21
4
.1340
/
1
2
Phoenix
10
14
.417
11
Seattle
9
15
.375
12
Dallas
9
16
.380 12/
1
2
San Antonio
5
18
.217 1514
NOTE Olympic Break, season resumes Aug 26.

AUTO RACING

Sumbers Reseele
Miele Spsimmay

NFL

Lap Walk
odes
(Slat pease greseheess)
1 -(1)Kya Bid* WPM 1
2.(1I) Matt Kenseth, Toyota, 170
3.(13) Jimmie Johnson, Chevrolet, 1TO
4.(4) Denny Homan, Toyota, 170.
5.(10) Kyle Larson, Chevrolet, 170.
6.(I) Kevin Hansa,Chevrolet 170.
7 (14) Joey Logeno, Ford, 170.
8(8)tin True: Jr., Toyota, 170.
9.(12) Amen Dillon, Chevrolet. 170.
10.(23) Paul Mud,Chevrolet 170.
11.(3)Tony Stewart, Chevrolet, 170,
12.(16) Ricky Stennouse k.Ford, 170.
11 (21) Jeff Gordon, Chevrolet, 170.
14.(22) Owls Buescher, Ford, 170.
15.(15) Chess Elliott, Chevrolet 170.
it (11) Kurt Busch, Chevrolet, 170.
17. (5) Eirml Keestoweld, Ford, 170.
it (25) Mary Kahne, Chevrolet 170.
19.(9) Jamie ledliturray, Chevrolet, 170.
20.(33) lersion Cassia, Ford, 169.
21(31) Clint Bowyer, Chevrolet, 169.
22.(24) Danica Patrick, Chevrolet 169
23.(27) Michael McDowell, Chevrolet, 168.
24.(34) Casey Mears, Chevrolet, 158.
25.(29) Ark Almiroia, Ford, 168.
26.(37) Regan Smith, Chevrolet, 168.
27.(32) Brian Scott, Ford, 168,
28.(38) Michael Annett Chevrolet, 167
29.(35) Cole Whitt, Chevrolet, 167.
30. (20) Trevor Bayne, Ford, 167
31.(6) Ryan Newman, Chevrolet, Accident 166.
32.(36) Ryan Ellis, Toyota, 166.
33. (39) Reed Sorenson, Chevrolet, 165
34.(40) Patncli Carpenter Ford, 164.
35. (2) Carl Edwards, Toyota, Accident 154
36.(17) Ryan Blaney, Ford, Accident 152.
37.(28) David Ragan,Toyota, Accident, 117
38.(25) Allmendinger, Chevrolet, Overheanng, 71
39.(19) Greg Biffle, Font, Accident, 53.
40.(30) Matt DiBenedetto, Toyota, Engine, 4
Race Stadia=
Average Speed al Race Winner 128.94 mph
new of Rem 3 Hrs. 17 Mins,46 Secs. Margin al
Victory 2 126 Seconds. Caution Rags 8 for 34
laps. Lead Changes: 4 among 3 carvers.
Lap Leaders: Kyle Busch 1-26, B. Keselowskl
27-41; Kyle Busch 42-55; J. Logano 56-61, Kyi
Busch 62-170.
Leaders Summary (Driver, lanes Lend, Lapel
Led): Kyle Busch 3 times tor 149 laps; B. Kesel
ovisiu 1 time for 15 laps; J. Logan° 1 time for
WMTop 16 in Points: K. Harvick, 671; 8. Kesel
owski, 647, Kurt Busch, 627; J. Logan°, 606; Kyle
Busch, 601; C. Edwards, 593; M. Trues Jr., 573; J.
Johnson, 552; M. Kenseth, 545; D. Hamlin, 54
C. Elliott, 525; A. Dillon, 520; R. Newman, 507;
Mcmurray, 496; It. Larson, 472; K. Kahne,462.

PRO GOLF
ROC Camden Open
Sundry's Results
At Glen Abbey Golf Club
°Mane,Ontario
Purse: $5.9 million
Yardage: 7,253; Par 72
Anal
a-amateur
Jhonattan Vegas
73-69-70-64-276
Jon Rahm
67-71-72-67-277
Dustin Johnson
66-71-71-69-277
Martin Laird
73-69-68-67-277
Ricky Barnes
71 -68-71 -68--278
Alex Cejka
71 -69-69-69--278
Brandt Snetleker
68-73-66-71-278
Steve Wheatcrott
68-77-64-69-278
Ben Dane
69-70-73-67-279
titan Kuchar
69-71-70-69-279
Geoff Ogilvy
73-71-72-63-279
a-Jared du Tort
67-71-70-71-279
Jim Furyk
70-71 -71 -68--280
Jason Day
69-76-69-67-281
Chris Kirk
72- 73-69-67-281
Luke List
66-71-77-67-281
Chez Reavie
69-71-73-68-281
Jimmy Walker
70-72-71-68-281
Spencer Levin
72-70-71 -68--281
Hudson Swatford
72-72-67-70-281
Michael Thompson
72-74-66-69-281
Cameron Tringale
68-73-69-71-281
Brian Harman
75-71 -73-63--282
Si Woo Kim
69-77-67-69-282
John Senden
73-72-70-67-282
Jerry Kelly
72-70-71-70-283
Kevin )(rifler
73-67-74-69---283
Kelly Kraft
67-71-75-70-283
Cameron Percy
71-75-79-67-283
Chad Campbell
73-67-70-73-283
Brendan de Jonge
88-71-72-72-283
George Coetzee
73-71-77-63-284
Rhein Gibson
72-72-70-70-284
Danny Lee
75-71-72-66--284
Troy Merritt
74-71-69-70-284
Patrick Rodgers
76-70-71-67-284
Robert Stab
78-68-66-72-284
Tyler Akindge
69-70-73-73-285
Stuart Appleby
71-75-69-70-285
ICJ. Choi
71-70-77-67-285
Whee Kim
73-72-72-68-285
Chris Stroud
72-72-74-67-285
Derek Fathauer
74-72-65-75-.286
Emiliano Grillo
73-72-72-69-286
Chesson Hadley
67-78-72-69-286
Ryan Palmer
70-73-73-70-286
Vaughn Taylor
73-72-70-71-286
Johnson Wagner
70-74-70-72-286
Thomas Aiken
75-69-73-70-287
Bud Cauley
73-73-70-71-287
Ken Duke
69-75-71-72-287

Josh Gordon reinstated by NFL
AP Photo/
In this Dec.
21,
2014,
photo, Cleveland • Browns'
Josh Gordon
(12) stretches before an
NFL football
game against
the
Carolina Panthers
in Charlotte,
N.C.
Browns wide
receiver Josh
Gordon has
been
reinstated to the
NFL on a
condition.
The Associated Press

games. The Browns have their
first practice of training camp
CLEVELAND - Josh Gor- Friday.
don's curious and complicated
It's a fresh start for Gordon,
career has taken a new turn.
who emerged as one of the
He's getting yet another league's rising stars in 2013 bechance.
fore several missteps led to his
The talented but troubled banishment.
wide receiver has been reinAs long as he stays clean,
stated on a conditional basis Gordon, who met with Goodby NFL Commissioner Roger ell in New York on July 19, is
Goodell, who met face to face eligible to return to the team
with Gordon last week and said on Oct. 3 and play in the Oct.
he believes the 25-year-old can 9 home game against New En"make the right choices" going gland. That's also the game in
forward.
which Patriots quarterback Tom
Gordon has been banned Brady will return following his
since February 2015 for mul- suspension for Deflategate.
tiple violations of the league's
Gordon was suspended 10
drug policies. He will be sus- games in 2014 and the entire
pended for the first four games 2015 season for substance viof the 2016-17, but he's allowed olations, a pattern that began
to join the team in its upcoming during his college career at Baytraining camp and can partici- lor and Utah. He was denied repate in meetings and condition- instatement in April after failing
ing work.
a drug test because of samples
The league said once Gordon that also tested positive for marmeets clinical requirements, he ijuana.
can take part in preseason acIn a letter to Gordon,Goodell
tivities, including practices and made it clear the onus is on the

former Pro Bowler to stay clean.
"As we discussed at our(July
19) meeting, as Commissioner,
I want nothing more than to see
you turn your circumstances
around and succeed," Goodell said. "Countless others including your agent, teammates
and coaches, (owner) Jimmy
Haslam and the leadership of
the organization, the Program
professionals and Jim Brown
also have pledged to provide
you with every resource at their
disposal. But as you acknowledged, ultimately, your future
is your responsibility. I have every belief that you can make the
right choices, but it will be up to
you to do so."
Gordon had a breakout season in 2013, when he led the
league with 1,646 yards receiving, scored nine touchdowns
and averaged 117.6 yards per
game. However, he has missed
27 of 32 games since and his
off-the-field shortcomings have
threatened to end a promising
future.•

III Connell...

hard on the golf course,and they
each carry that same work ethic
into the classroom. It's not an
easy task to manage a full load
of classes while competing in
tournaments and also working
to improve during practice. This
honor exemplifies how dedicated Elisa and Madison are to excelling academically and being
champions in the classroom."•

From Page 9
collegiate event.
Axelsen finished with a 79.46
stroke average in eight tournaments, which also spanned 24
total rounds.
She earned one top-20 finish,
which came at the 14th Annual

USA Women's Invitational at
Azalea City Golf Club in Mobile, Ala., after a season-low
3-over par 75 in the opening
round.
"I am proud of Elisa and
Madison for all of the hard work
they put into their academics,"
USA head coach Matt Luther
said. '
"They both work extremely

•Manning...

TIRED OF PRICE INCREASES?

From Page 9

2-YEAR TV PRICE GUARANTEE

James Harrison of the Pittsburgh
NASCAR
Steelers and free agent Mike
Sprint Cup
Neal.
Combat Wounded Carnation 400
Unlike Manning, those four
tions to ownership and then cago. "I think they're probably players don't want to talk to
they will direct me on what they one of the better teams in both NFL investigators.
The NFLPA released a stateFrom Page 9
want," Cashman said.
leagues right now. They have a
ment
Monday saying: "As a forThe 28-year-old Chapman good rhythm right now. They're
mer
player,
Peyton Manning is
went
3-0
with
a
2.01
ERA
and
20 fighting to get that ring, so it
familiar with the talks said. The
free
to
whatever
do
he believes
person spoke on condition of saves in 31 games for New York. might be a good experience for
is
in
his
best
interest.
The Union
He
threw
a
105.1
mph
fastball to me to be there."
anonymity because no public
knows that he understands the
Chapman, who threw the 62
statement on those talks was au- Baltimore's J J. Hardy last week,
matching the fastest since Major fastest pitches in the majors last rights of players under the Colthorized.
lective Bargaining Agreement
If New York slips back any League Baseball began tracking season, was traded from Cincinwould never do anything to
and
nati to New York last December
further, it could engage in a rare speeds in 2008.
hurt
undermine active players
or
With
lefty-ba
tting
sluggers
after a deal with the Los Angesell-off for the franchise. Miller,
in
support
of those rights." IN
signed through 2018, also could Bryce Harper of Washington and les Dodgers fell through when
Brandon
Belt
of
San
Francisco
it was learned Florida police
be traded. All-Star outfielder
Carlos Beltran, first baseman possibly looming in the playoffs, investigated an accusation of
Mark Teixeira and pitcher Ivan the addition of Chapman gives domestic violence involving the
Nova are eligible for free agen- Cubs manager Joe Maddon one Cuban pitcher.
Prosecutors declined to file
cy after the season and could be of the majors' top assets when in
need of a late strikeout.
charges, citing conflicting acsought by contenders.
"The Cubs have been playing counts, and Chapman was sus"I think that when the right
buy-or-sell circumstance pres- really good baseball," Chapman pended for the first 29 games of
www.murrayledgercom
ents itself, then this department said through a translator before the season, losing $1,856557 of
he
left
Houston
to
travel
to
Chi- his $11325,000 salary.•
will be making recommenda-
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It's a Farmer's Market Every Day at
Beans to Blossoms(

SERVICE MANAGER

vesmosukessmoom•Follow es on Facebook
Take 94 East, 1 1/2 miles on right.
Hours: Monday-Saturday 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

it,*fig,

NOW HIRING!

*New Facility
*Good Mechanics
*Good Benefits
*Insurance 401K
*Well Established Service Department
*Experience is a Plus
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Naturally Grown
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•Blockbuster...

2397 State Route 94 E• Murray, KY 42071 •270-753-4050
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If you le looking foi a
career and hardworking
This is a great opportunity
Come see me Daron Harrison
No phone calls please
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